COSMETIC APPLICATORS & RESERVOIRS
SOLUTIONS FOR EYE LINERS, LIP LINERS, AND LIP GLOSS

Eye Liner & Lip Liner Applicators & Reservoirs

When it comes to sensitive areas like the eyes and lips, trust the leader in porous polymer components to create cosmetic applicators and reservoirs of the highest purity, quality and consistency.

Whether you choose an applicator, reservoir or optimized combination, custom capillary structures, porosity and chemical compatibility can be engineered for ideal affinity with your liquid makeup.

FEATURES

APPLICATORS

- Easier to apply eyeliner, lip liner, lip gloss and more
- Purity to avoid irritation to sensitive areas
- Uniform flow, consistent feel and high durability

RESERVOIRS

- 100% fiber-to-film sealed wraps
- Specially formulated bonded fiber blends
- Customized capillary structures & porosity
- Wide-ranging chemical compatibilities
- Optimized nib & reservoir combinations

Flexibly combine reservoirs and applicators based on your formula needs
Achieve new levels of precision for your cosmetic formulations

POREX® general-purpose topical applicators combine porosity, permability, strength, and flexibility to provide cosmetics designers and manufacturers new levels of precision for their cosmetic formulations.

By controlling the speed of liquid release, you can adjust how quickly or slowly your product is consumed while providing consumers with the satisfaction of smooth and precise application.

Our applicators are made of completely customizable porous media, allowing for unique applications and packaging designs that can set your brand apart.

POREX® applicators are ideal for any cosmetic formulation, from water to oil-based formulations across a wide range of viscosities. Additives can be combined with the porous media for even greater performance and customer satisfaction.

FEATURES

- Precise liquid release
- Hydrophobic or hydrophilic
- Custom 3-D shapes
- Optimized for:
  - Size
  - Shape
  - Longevity
  - Performance
- Custom pore size for your formulation
  - From 5 microns to ≥ 250 microns

Applications

- Liquid makeup
- Topical skincare products
- Salon or at-home coloring
- Hair dye applicators
- Nail care
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